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ENEU HarmoNice
Efficiency in compensating unwanted environmental influences

We are constantly exposed to various environmental influences that directly or indirectly

affect our bodies. Among them are influences that can subject our organism to stress and

are, therefore, also referred to as environmental stressors. Unwanted influences include air

pollution (particulate matter, chemicals, exhaust fumes), xenobiotics, geopathic disturban-

ces, electromagnetic radiation from mobile phones, Wi-Fi, radio masts, etc. These influen-

ces can cause oxidative stress, i.e. an excess of reactive oxygen radicals. These radicals can

have a damaging effect at the cellular level. Especially sensitive individuals perceive these

environmental influences as particularly stressful and as a significant impairment to their

well-being and personal quality of life.

In early 2021, we conducted cell biological studies to investigate the extent to which high-

frequency electromagnetic fields can be compensated by using the ENEU HarmoNice de-

vice. In our bioassays with organ-specific cell cultures we observed that the unwanted cel-

lular effects of mobile phone radiation and Wi-Fi were statistically significantly reduced

when compared to unprotected cell cultures. Moreover, approximately 90% of the cell via-

bility values of the untreated control cultures were achieved when using ENEU HarmoNi-

ce.

In summary, the use of ENEU HarmoNice as a protection against unwanted environmental

influences that may cause oxidative stress is highly recommended for improvement and

maintenance of well-being.
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